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Abstract. Although manipulating 3D virtual models with mid-air hand gestures 

had the benefits of natural interactions and free from the sanitation problems of 

touch surfaces, many factors could influence the usability of such an interaction 

paradigm. In this research, the authors conducted experiments to study the vision-

based mid-air hand gestures for scaling, translating, and rotating a 3D virtual car 

displayed on a large screen. An Intel RealSense 3D Camera was employed for 

hand gesture recognition. The two-hand gesture with grabbing then moving 

apart/close to each other was applied to enlarging/shrinking the 3D virtual car. 

The one-hand gesture with grabbing then moving was applied to translating a car 

component. The two-hand gesture with grabbing and moving relatively along the 

circumference of a horizontal circle was applied to rotating the car. Seventeen 

graduate students were invited to participate in the experiments and offer their 

evaluations and comments for gesture usability. The results indicated that the 

width and depth of detection ranges were the key usability factors for two-hand 

gestures with linear motions. For dynamic gestures with quick transitions and 

motions from open to close hand poses, ensuring gesture recognition robustness 

was extremely important. Furthermore, given a gesture with ergonomic postures, 

inappropriate control-response ratio could result in fatigue due to repetitive exer-

tions of hand gestures for achieving the precise controls of 3D model manipula-

tion tasks. 
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1 Introduction 

Manipulating 3D digital contents through mid-air hand gestures is a new paradigm of 

Human Computer Interaction. In many applications, such as interactive and virtual 

product exhibition in public spaces and medical image displays in surgery rooms, the 
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tasks may include scaling, translation, and rotation of 3D components. In order to en-

sure the natural mapping between controls and displays, the selections of mid-air hand 

gestures for different tasks were based on the metaphors of physical object operations 

[1] or the gestures from user-elicitation studies [2]. Given a consensus hand gesture 

type for a specific task, the performance of gesture recognition and control could still 

be influenced by many factors, such as the moving speed and trajectory of hands, the 

occlusion of fingers due to hand pose changes and transitions, as well as the individual 

differences of performing a specific hand gesture. Since the characteristics of diverse 

gestures could result in different challenges, it is necessary to identify usability factors 

for specific gestures through experiments. Therefore, the objective of this research is to 

study the usability factors of hand gestures for 3D digital content manipulations. 

2 Literature Review 

With the benefits of natural and intuitive interactions, and free from sanitation problems 

in public spaces, the applications of mid-air hand gestures included interactive naviga-

tion systems in museum or virtual museum [3, 4], medical or surgical imaging system 

[5, 6, 7, 8], large display interactions [9], interactive and public display [10], and 3D 

modelling [11, 12, 13, 14]. Based on previous research, mid-air hand gestures could be 

analyzed in five gesture types: pointing, semaphoric, pantomimic, iconic, and manipu-

lation [15]. Based on the number and trajectory of hands, mid-air gestures could be 

classified as one or two hands, linear or circular movements, and different degrees of 

freedom in path (1D, 2D, or 3D) [16]. Gesture vocabulary was dependent on the context 

[17, 18]. For example, the gestures for short-range human computer interaction [19] 

and TV controls [20] were reported to be different. For mid-air 3D object manipulation, 

natural gestures were necessary for accurate control tasks of scaling, translation, and 

rotation [21]. While choosing an appropriate mid-air hand gesture, it is necessary to 

consider the mental models of target users [22], reduce the workload [23], and increase 

gesture recognition robustness [24]. Although design principles could be derived from 

the literature, the factors that influence the perceived usability of gestures for specific 

tasks should be identified through experiments. 

3 Experiment 

In order to investigate the usability factors of mid-air hand gestures for manipulating 

3D virtual models, an experimental system was constructed by modifying the sample 

programs of Intel RealSense 3D Camera with Unity 3D Toolkit (Fig. 1). In a laboratory 

with illumination control, the participant stood on the spot in front of a 100-inch pro-

jection screen, at a distance of 240 cm. During the experiments, the 3D virtual car model 

was projected on the screen. Each participant completed the tasks for scaling the car, 

translating the car seat, and rotating the car with respect to the vertical axis using des-

ignated hand gestures as follows. 

 



 

Fig. 1. A 3D Car Model in the Unity 3D System 

Among the diverse gesture types, “grab and move” and bimanual “handle bar meta-

phor” were reported as the intuitive gestures for object manipulation tasks [1, 2, 25]. In 

addition, users often preferred using gestures resembling physical manipulation for 

wall-sized displays [26]. Therefore, the two-hand gesture with grabbing while moving 

apart/close to each other was applied to enlarging/shrinking the 3D virtual car (Fig. 2). 

The one-hand gesture with grabbing while moving up/down, left/right, or forward/back-

ward was applied to translating a car seat (Fig. 3). The two-hand gesture with grabbing 

while moving relatively along the circumference of a horizontal circle, a handlebar 

metaphor, was applied to rotating the car (Fig. 4). The characteristics of these gestures 

and referenced literature were summarized in Table 1. 

Table 1. Designated Hand Gestures for Experiment Tasks 

Tasks No. of 

Hands 

Hand 

Pose  

Hand 

Orientation 

Hand Motion and 

Trajectory 

Referenced 

literature 

Scaling Two 

hands 
Starting 

from open 

palm then 

grab 

(while 

moving) 

Facing to 

each other 

Moving apart/close to 

each other 

[1][25] 

Translation One 

hand 

Facing to 

the target 

Moving up/down, 

left/right, or for-

ward/backward 

[2][25] 

Rotation Two 

hands 

Facing 

down 

Moving relatively 

along the circumfer-

ence of a horizontal 

circle 

handle bar 

metaphor 

[1][25] 

 



 

Fig. 2. Enlarging/Shrinking the 3D Virtual Car 

 

Fig. 3. Translating the Car Seat to the Target Position 

 

Fig. 4. Rotating the Car with respect to the Vertical Axis 

In the experiment, an Intel RealSense 3D Camera (F200) was used to extract the posi-

tions and movements of 22 joints on each hand skeleton. With the Intel RealSense SDK, 

basic gestures, such as spread fingers and fist could be recognized (Fig 5). Spread fin-

gers and fist were the static gestures of opening palm and grabbing, respectively. There-

fore, it was expected to discriminate the transitions from opening palm to grabbing, and 

vice versa. 

The camera was placed between the participant and the screen. The distance to 

the participant was adjusted with respect to the arm length. The height was adjusted to 

the elbow height of each participant. 

 

 



 

Fig. 5. The Spread-Fingers and Fist Gestures Identified by the Intel RealSense SDK 

4 Results and Discussions 

Seventeen students, 7 female and 10 male, were invited to participate in the experiment. 

They studied in either the Ph.D. program of Design Science or the Master program of 

Industrial Design, with the age range from 22 to 37 (mean: 26.12, standard deviation: 

4.65). All participants had the experiences of using 3D modelling software and 

smartphones with touch gestures. In the experiment, they were asked to apply gestures 

to carry out scaling, translation, and rotation tasks. 

After completing each task, they were asked to evaluate the gesture using a 7-

point Likert scale, indicating the degree of agreement, from the perspectives of ac-

ceptance to performing in public, comfort, smoothness of operation, easy to understand, 

easy to remember, informative feedback, correctness of system response, appropriate 

control-response ratio, and overall satisfaction (Table 2). The result of ANOVA indi-

cated that there were significant differences in user evaluation among these usability 

criteria. The gesture for scaling was considered as the one needed to be improved in 

smoothness of operation, correctness of system response, control-response ratio, and 

overall satisfaction. The gesture for translation yielded the lowest score in the smooth-

ness of operation. The gesture for rotation yielded the lowest score in appropriate con-

trol-response ratio. 

Tables 3, 5, and 7 listed the reported usability problems with respect to scaling, 

translation, and rotation tasks, respectively. Two-hand gestures for scaling and rotation 

tasks caused more usability problems in failure of gesture recognition, lag in system 

response, gesture detection range, control-response ratio, and fatigue. Based on the 

original comments from participants, quick movements or rapid pose changes of two 

hands were the major causes of system failures. Evidently, the original detection range 

was not wide or deep enough for the natural and linear motions of both hands. The 

default control-response ratio needed to be adaptive for precise controls. 



In addition, the participants were encouraged to offer user-defined gestures for each 

task. The alternative gestures were listed in Tables 4, 6, and 8. The alternative gestures 

for scaling (Table 4) included using one hand with posture change (from open palm to 

grab or pinch) or using two hands to form two corners of a rectangle boundary and slightly 

adjust the boundary size (Fig. 6). These gestures featured the benefit of requiring less 

movement range. The alternative gesture for translation was to employ pinching, in-

stead of grabbing (Table 6). The alternative gestures for rotation ranged from steering 

wheel metaphor, one-hand circular movement, or a more complicated gesture with the 

first hand staying still as a rotation axis and the second hand moving circularly with 

respect to the first hand (Table 8). 

Table 2. The Evaluation of Gestures and System Performance for Different Tasks 

Evaluation Criteria Scaling Translation Rotation 

Mean 
Standard 

Deviation 
Mean 

Standard 

Deviation 
Mean 

Standard 

Deviation 

Acceptance to 

performing in public 
5.41 (1.12) 6.12 (1.11) 4.94 (2.05) 

Comfort 4.53 (1.59) 4.94 (1.60) 4.18 (1.55) 

Smoothness of opera-

tion 
3.12 (1.80) 4.18 (1.78) 4.18 (1.67) 

Easy to understand 6.18 (1.01) 6.12 (1.54) 5.88 (1.32) 

Easy to memorize 6.24 (0.83) 6.35 (1.00) 6.00 (1.46) 

Informative feedback 5.41 (1.58) 5.41 (1.54) 6.00 (1.06) 

Correctness of 

system response 
3.82 (1.78) 4.24 (1.68) 4.18 (1.74) 

Appropriate control-

response ratio 
3.65 (1.58) 4.24 (1.35) 4.12 (1.27) 

Overall Satisfaction 3.82 (1.47) 4.59 (1.42) 4.41 (1.42) 

Table 3. The Usability Problems of Two-Hand Grabbing while Moving Apart/Close for Scaling 

Problem Types Original Comments from Participants 

Failure of gesture 

recognition 

After enlarging or shrinking, the interactive mode could not be released 

through opening palm. 

Sometimes, open palm or fist were not recognized by the system. 

Sometimes, the grabbing gesture for initializing scaling was not detected. 

If two hands were too close to each other, the switch between enlarge and 

shrink become unstable. 

Lag in system re-

sponse 

The scaling was lagged or discontinued while two hands were moving 

quickly. 

The detection of hand movements was discontinued at some time. 

Gesture detection 

range 

The detection area was too narrow. Sometimes, it was easy to move out of 

the range. 

Control-Response 

ratio 

It was difficult to reach desired size. 

Sometimes, it was not easy to control the size while scaling up. 



Problem Types Original Comments from Participants 

The mapping between the distance of two hands and the scaling factor of 

enlarging or shrinking was not clear. 

Table 4. Alternative Gestures for Scaling 

No. of 

Hands 

Hand Pose Hand 

Orientation 

Hand Motion and Trajec-

tory 

One 

hand 

Open palm for scaling up; 

Grab for scaling down; 

Facing toward 

the object 

Staying still 

One 

hand 

Open palm for scaling up; 

Pinch for scaling down; 

Facing toward 

the object 

Staying still 

Two 

hands 

Both in L handshape (ASL); 

forming two corners of a rec-

tangle boundary 

One facing for-

ward; the other 

facing backward 

Moving apart for scaling up; 

Moving close for scaling 

down; 

 

 

Fig. 6. Alternative Gestures for Two-Hand Scaling (Enlarging/Shrinking) 

Table 5. The Usability Problems of One-Hand Grabbing while Moving for Translation 

Problem Types Original Comments from Participants 

Gesture Discrimi-

nation 

The gesture was too similar to the gestures of other operations in pre-

vious experiences, such as grabbing and moving forward/backward for 

zoom out/in of a 2D image. 

Control-Response 

ratio 

High gain of xyz movements made positioning difficult. 

It was difficult to move to precise position. 

The depth movement was not easy to control. 

Table 6. Alternative Gestures for Translation 

No. of 

Hands 

Hand Pose Hand 

Orientation 

Hand Motion and Trajectory 

One 

hand 

Pinch while moving; Open 

palm for releasing and stop 

moving 

Facing toward 

the object 

Moving from the original posi-

tion to the target position 



Table 7. The Usability Problems of Two-Hand Grabbing while Moving Relatively on a 

Circumference of a Horizonal Circle for Rotation 

Problem Types Original Comments from Participants 

Failure of gesture recog-

nition 

The direction of rotation was inconsistent while two hands were 

crossing to each other in front of the body. 

Sometimes, the gesture was not detected. 

Lag in system response The rotation was not smooth. 

Gesture detection range The system was too sensitive to the height of both hands. 

Control-Response ratio It was difficult to rotate to the desired angle. Sometimes over-

shoot. 

Fatigue Fatigue while operating repetitively to reach a desired angle. 

Table 8. Alternative Geatures for Rotation 

No. of 

Hands 

Hand Pose Hand 

Orientation 

Hand Motion and Trajectory 

One 

hand 

Open palm Facing down Moving along the circumference of a 

horizontal circle 

Two 

hands 

Holding a virtual 

steering wheel, 

Facing to each 

other 

Moving relatively with a constant dis-

tance along the circumference of a hori-

zontal circle 

Two 

hands 

First hand fist; 

Second hand fist for 

rotating, open palm 

for stop rotation. 

Facing to each 

other 

First hand staying still in front of the 

body and serving as a rotation axis;  

Second hand moving along the circum-

ference of a horizontal circle with re-

spect to the first hand; 

5 Conclusion 

In this research, the usability factors of mid-air hand gestures for 3D virtual model ma-

nipulations were identified. The results indicated that the width and depth of detection 

ranges were the key factors for two-hand gestures with linear motions. For dynamic 

gestures with quick transitions and motions from open to close hand poses, ensuring 

gesture recognition robustness was extremely important. Furthermore, given a gesture 

with ergonomic postures, inappropriate control-response ratio could result in fatigue 

due to repetitive exertions of hand gestures for achieving the precise controls of 3D 

model manipulation tasks. These results could be used to inform the development team 

of vision-based mid-air hand gestures and serve as the checking lists for gesture evala-

tion. 
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